LOWER COSTS AND SHORTER CYCLE TIMES
A company with more than 160 years expertise in materials, developing and making
demanding products for the automobile industry, includes in its manufacturing range
vulcanized tubes and part-vulcanized blanks with different diameters. These products
find their application in vehicles as connections between fuel tanks and tank supports
and, during processing, have to be precisely cut to length and sorted. Metzner Maschinenbau GmbH developed for the automobile sub-supplier an innovative solution in
the form of a special cutting machine, which carries out several production stages and
– using a new cutting process – saves costs. In addition, the company benefits from
shorter cycle times so that higher volumes can be produced.
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ROTARY CUTTING METHOD
the same time. Previously, the automobile sub-supplier had only one
circular knife cutting module working. To achieve shorter cycle times,
a second similar cutting module was considered, but was decided
against for cost reasons. Instead, after several trials by the Metzner
designers, a rotary cutting process proved to be successful. Through
the rotation and the resulting centrifugal force, the knife finds its
own position and cuts the material to the required length. To guarantee the rapid cycle times as well as to process the remaining tubes
and blanks, a second rotary cutting unit was integrated.

Machining line for vulcanized and partially vulcanized blanks
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Rauch, CEO of Metzner Maschinenbau.

„Our customer now has a much more cost-effective alternative
than he would have had by using a second circular knife cutting
module“
Gerhard Rauch, CEO of Metzner

SIGNIFICANT IMPROVEMENTS


Constant high product quality and increase of productivity
by automation



Reduced personnel costs through automatic processing



Cost savings by a new cutting process




Shorter cycle times giving higher output
Possible to manufacture and sort relatively uncomplicated
parts with different lengths in alternating production

Rotary unit for cutting hoses

